Cost Management 

Platform
Get cost visibility into your cloud
environment within minutes 

SOC II-2 Compliant | Agentless Integration

The one source of truth for all your usage-based costs
Onboard

Manage

Enrich
Using standard
connectors such as
Datadog, Prometheus or
CloudWatch Finout will
enrich your data and
break the abstraction;
Kubernetes, for example.

Send us your bills.
We will parse and
make them available
for you to query and
visualize in Finout's
Mega-bill
dashboard.


Reduce

You can now
customize
dashboards, create
reports and
configure alerts  
in minutes with  
no heavy lifting.

Use the insight given
by Finout to save on
cloud waste and
improve your profitmargin, all while getting
back countless
engineering hours. 

Use one “Mega-bill”
for all cloud costs

Finout’s cloud cost management platform combines all invoices into one Mega-bill, enabling
an unparalleled view of cloud spend — in minutes. It combines infrastructure services from
cloud providers, data warehouses and CDNs including Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google
Cloud Platform (GCP), Microsoft Azure, Datadog, Kubernetes, and Snowflake as well as
middleware such as Stripe, Twilio and AuthO.
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Trusted by industry leaders worldwide


Get answers to any cost question on your
infrastructure with no heavy lifting
Once in the Mega-bill, every line item can be attributed to its business role,

feature, team, and product using advanced assignment rules and virtual tagging,
including native agentless Kubernetes support. 


Finout can then correlate those costs to unit economics using Datadog,
Salesforce, Looker, and more to attribute revenue data and profitability margins
for each customer.
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Finout is now being used daily to track usage and gross margin for
better visibility to the leadership team and to mesure unit cost over
time and allocate it to your customers.

Yulia Perlis

Main Features
Advanced FinOps
capabilities

Unparalleled view

Showback and forecast spend with
complete agility. Configure alerts,
recommendation and dashboards.


Track your cost over time with matching KPIs
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to understand how much you pay for each
business unit instead of your gross total
.
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Finout’s platform is (by far) the fastest
platform in the market, saving time not
only by getting users answers within a
couple of clicks, but also by doing so
with unmatched snappines

Allocate your unit cost together

with dedicated resources back to
your customer to understand your
gross margin for each tenant.
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See Finout in action

- Partners -

- Security -

